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We come out on to the road of renewal!
Rhetorical questions best illustrate the situation we are in. How
did the creation of independent Lithuania happen, in which
nationals have no direct influence on our country‘s course? When
has it started, how has this silent dictatorship gone under the
radar? How did we not notice the process of silent privatization
of our Republic? We have again arrived at a place where open
minded Lithuanians are being aggressively persecuted and
named as ‚marginals‘ for their views and beliefs, confirming we
are rapidly losing freedom of speech in Lithuania. Unsurprisingly,
this produces feelings of overwhelming disappointment,
general negativity and disbelief among the population, as well
as serious doubts in what we do, in our Country and its future.
It feels we are being yet again forcefully indoctrinated into
communism-like One Truth Ideology, which is ever in our
memories, having been occupied by the soviets for a period of
dark 50 years. It is now clear Lithuania is forcefully under the
system, which was designed to work for a few political so-called
parties‘ and their leaders‘ eternal life in our domestic politics, a
system under which democracy is only imitated and democratic
processes manipulated with the obvious goal being staying in
power by all means, resulting in denied progress of Lithuania as
a Democracy, as a Society and as a Country.
Under the guise of Pandemic, sadly but clearly, the worrying
signs of direct dictatorship - first steps toward tyranny have
been observed. Scarily, the traditional family values, as well as
our cherished through a Millennia ways of life and traditions
have been under attack in Lithuania. We feel the critical line
has been reached in this attack and we cannot idly stand under
the tree anymore. The majority of Lithuanians have become
increasingly worried not only by attacks on traditional family
values, but the destiny of the whole Country. Throughout the
lives of every human and every Country there comes a breakingpoint moment, periodically arriving at the crossroads where
the crucial decisions made are critical to society and the path
chosen determine Country‘s future.

Not only for Lithuanians and our Fatherland, but the whole
civilization of Christianity is being tested for our determination
to thrive and our will to survive. For all our actions and inaction
of Lithuania‘s future being determined at this very moment,
we are going to have to answer to God, to our Motherland, our
children and grandchildren.
The destroyers of our Country say there is no coming back to
traditional values based order in Lithuania, yet they do not
understand what power lies in the loving hearts of people
defending the Fatherland, and their families. It is time to reign
back the power to the people from a few financial interest
groups, who push predatory privatization and it now reached
even the fundamentals, critically important strategic sectors
in Lithuania and who continue to very aggressively make our
Republic their own backyard playing field and personal bank.
Let us all join the Movement of Lithuanian Families - the journey
has begun and we will do our utmost to get back to lies-free
life, free of tyrannical ways, free of dictatorial tendencies and
the disrespect of a human being, we will seek the return of now
trampled on human dignity and love, we will defend our families,
our over 1000 years history, traditions and our Republic‘s future.
We sincerely believe we will not be the only ones on this
path, having identified and acknowledged the inevitability of
differences in opinions we will not be swayed or distracted by
secondary issues and other distractions, as we are focused on
fundamentals. This will surely be a long and exhausting road
to resumption/renewal but we will see it through and we will
recapture a free, democratic Lithuania of our ancestors, which
will thrive and last through ages.

They are going to have to hear and
listen to us!
Leader of the movement of Lithuanian Families Movement,
Raimondas Grinevicius.
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Families of Lithuania Movement - non-partisan association of
and by Lithuanians, formed as a response to an ongoing Governments‘ assault on Constitutionally-provided concept of family and
Governments‘ display of ever more vicious attacks on our historically traditional values. We are uniting people for a purpose of
stopping this forceful indoctrination of infamous ‚LGTV+‘ ideology and Gender dictatorship. The Parliament is being observed of
trying to ratify Istanbul convention in a hastened manner, which
would directly undercut the Constitution of Lithuania and impose
on society same-sex marriages, the ‚sexualization‘ of children in
their early ages, as well as expose kids to transgender propaganda in curriculums at schools. It is now clear that so called Partnership law is being imposed against the vast majority of citizens‘
will and it seems we, deeply worried about this marginal minority
dictatorship would be silenced, persecuted and even prosecuted
under the ‚Hate Speech‘ laws, which are soon to be adopted by
current government and applied on people, who voice their own
informed opinions on these subjects of vital importance.
We have begun with the strong request to recall the leading person of Parliaments‘ Human Rights Committee T. V. Raskevicius, who
uses his powers only to advance ‚LGHD+‘ interests. We have gathered as many as 330 000 signatures, delivered them to our Parliaments‘ chairman Viktorija Cmilyte-Nilsen only to receive the denial
to even acknowledge the will of Lithuanian people. However, the
same chairman positively evaluated and accepted the half empty
signature boxes, gathered as a counter-initiative to ours by one so
called journalist, funded by G. Soros, adding insult to an injury.
The patience has run out and the Lithuanians have risen. On May
15th The Great Families‘ Defense Rally was organized, under
which huge columns of cars, decorated with national flags pulled
towards Capital out of every corner of Lithuania. Despite imposed
covid quarantine, Lithuanians along churches and other public
spaces in cities and towns accompanied those protesting, we saw
people on every main road waving and expressing their support
to those on their way to Vilnius in this massive protest rally. It is
believed to have amassed over half a million Lithuanians in support to the Movement. The main event at Vilnius Vingis Park saw a
crowd of 20 000 declaring their demands to our political leadership.
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„The Great Families‘
Defense Rally has
been backed by majority of Lithuanians
abroad.“

Norwegian Lithuanians,
May 15th, 2021.
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We are proud to say the government felt the pressure and therefore
laws of Istanbul Convention, Same Sex Marriages and Hate Speech
were not imposed on us in 2021, however not cancelled but moved to
a later date for consideration. Thus, as had been promised at the Vingis’
Park Rally, one month later another massive protest was organized. Vilnius municipality, led by mayor R. Simasius, denied our request to
protest on the premises of our Parliament. Despite mayor’s refusal
to follow the main Law of the land however, the protest happened
on June 15-17th. We addressed the Court at the time on mayor’s
probable abuse of power, the Court eventually concluded the municipality’s denial illegal and cancelled mayor’s decision.
Out of every governmental institutions only the Institute of Presidency
responded positively to our calls and pleas. In his address at the Vingis
Park rally our President reassured the concerned crowd on their worries and confirmed that if and when inserting these alien laws The Constitution of Lithuania will not be violated. The representative of our
President was present at our rally on June 17th and gave a speech
to protesters. His participation and reaction to people’s worries are
completely normal in any democratic society, yet for his actions in regards to our Movement the President received unseen assault on his
personality, even credibility attacks by our systemic media and even
humiliation and pure hate by the LGBT individuals on social media towards the President of Lithuania, which was unprecedented and indeed created a precedent of the allowance/normalization of harassment of the Institution of Presidency, further confirming that nothing
is out of bounds for the LGBT radicals.
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We are seeking to find and establish relations, to unite
around societal, Municipal and Parliamentary powers in EU.
We have recently announced a petition in expressing our unwavering support to Hungary in their fight for their rights, which was
signed by tens of thousands of Lithuanians in mere few days. In the
name all rational society we have sent it to Hungarian Parliament as a
token of solidarity with Hungary. https://seimusajudis.lt/naujienos/
lietuvos-seimu-sajudis-issiunte-vengrijos-parlamentui-palaikancia-peticija-su-parasais-ir-laiska/ https://seimusajudis.lt/naujienos/
lietuvos-seimu-sajudzio-laiskas-ateities-deklaracijos-autoriams/
Our Families of Lithuania Movement have joined the Future Europe declarative invitation to a united political work in preservation of Nations of Europe. We have sent letters of support to:
Jarosław Kaczyński - Law and Justice, Poland
Viktor Orban - Fidesz, Magyarország
Valdemar Tomaševski - LLRA-KŠS, Lithuania
Matteo Salvini - Lega, Italia
Marine Le Pen - Rassemblement National, France
Santiago Abascal - Vox, España
Giorgia Meloni - Fratelli d‘Italia, Italia
tikimės bendradarbiavimo siekiant bendrų tikslų reformuojant
Europą.
h t t p s : / / s e i m u s a j u d i s. l t / n a u j i e n o s / l i e t u vo s - s e i m u - s a judzio-laiskas-ateities-deklaracijos-autoriams/
https://seimusajudis.lt/naujienos/lietuvos-seimu-sajudis-pradejo-protesto-akcija-apginkime-lietuvos-siena/
Reacting to invading illegal migrants in summer of 2021 on
the border with Belarus we have conducted a „Protect the
Border of Lithuania‘ rally with the help and participation of
local community. We have declared a demand to immediately ensure Lithuania‘s territorial integrity, abandon the overtaken schools
and deport illegal invaders to their countries of origin.
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On August 7th in a municipality of Kalvarija, in spite of pouring rain our movement gathered plenty of people, judging by
the armbands distributed among protesters there were no less
than 500 social activists, protesting the issue. We are happy to
have united many well known public figures under our flag. After the speeches and declarations we had a regional competition
of checkers, rope challenge, golf and a talent night, concluding
with awarding winners as well as participants.
Later that day we have officially supplemented and reiterated
Families of Lithuania Movement‘s guidelines and goals, the protest culminating with an impressive firework under the newly created movement‘s anthem ‚Kelkis, Lietuva‘, which would
translate to ‚Rise up, Lithuania‘ by Romas Dambrauskas, video of
which you can find here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTHAYEyNyWI
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Families of Lithuania
Movement program:
Established at a rally on 7th of August, 2021.
Natural , traditional family - fundamental to
survival of any community and any commonwealth, ensuring the continuation of any nation
and the humanity itself.
The rights and powers of families may not be
overtaken nor cancelled by a ruling majority
ever under the Constitution of Republic of Lithuania. On the contrary - the State has to help
and assist families by enabling the necessary
environment and conditions, under which families would thrive and expand. The opposite is
observable today, government must not infringe neither attempt to limit the autonomy of
our fundamental rights in the way we bring up
our children.
As mentioned, it has been observed and documented that the current administration in
Parliament deepen the invasion into personal
space and into every aspect of one‘s life, obfuscating their aggressive actions with abstract law
theories and disguised by term ‚common good‘.
The process of a forceful insertion of clearly unconstitutional laws is underway, laws like Istanbul Convention and Same Sex marriage, which
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would open the way to same sex marriages, the
installation of gender ideology and adoption. All
this is happening with the attack on Freedom of
Speech and our ability to express our will. While
applying institutional coercive actions on Lithuanians, the worrying process of insertion of ‚new
normal‘ is apparent, the reality where freedoms
go along with zero accountability and rights with
no responsibility nor duties, such reality is being
imposed on us, they are forcing us to accept it
without discussion.
All the so called mass media propaganda and governmental powers are being abused by the temporary rulers to attack and destroy our national traditions, historical and traditional Christian/Catholic
family values. The unacceptable to society norms
are being forced down our throats, which will molest and pervert our children, youth and adults
alike. The fundamental human rights of citizens,
granted by The Constitution of Lithuania are violated, which inevitably leads to a total collapse of
moral norms and the destruction of natural and
healthy family perception and the disintegration
of societal and educational model.
All this, in turn, manifest a real threat to the very
existence of Republic, the common good of its
citizens and fundamental human rights. In the
name of family, nation and the future of Lithuania
WE ARE UNITING.

I. MISSION
Families of Lithuania Movement - not partisan, public societal
movement.
This movement is on a mission to unite and concentrate citizens
in protecting our Constitution. We are to ensure defense of our
fundamental rights. The clearly defined ‚Family Institute‘ definition is the foundation of Lithuania, article38 under The Constitution of Republic of Lithuania. Parents must continue to be the ones
responsible for the upbringing of their children, while family is
defined as a mother and a father, defined as a woman and a man
accordingly, as well as children‘s right to have a family at all.
As a nation, as a family and as to our motherland being able to
continue to exist - Lithuania needs to be strong as a political subject in the World, which is not possible with our current dysfunctional democracy. We undeniably need to reconsider the probable consequences of actions of those currently imitating and manipulating our democratic traditions and rules, most visibly acts
by various financial interest groups over the last 10 years. We have
to reclaim the powers of Republic of Lithuania to Lithuanian people, article2 under our Constitution: The Sovereign is the Nation.
Created and fulfilled by citizens of Republic of Lithuania.

We need to work on stopping this serious aggression by GENDER
ideology, an indoctrination conducted primarily by radical sexual minorities, which is alien to our one thousand 1000years long
historical traditions and values and contrary to the morals under
Christianity, based by Decalogue and human dignity.
It is very much needed to create and implement the guidelines of
Family strengthening in and by every aspect of life in Lithuania. In
order to achieve that, we need to first recognize and acknowledge
the ever increasing censure of free-thought in Lithuania, an attack
on our Freedom of Speech. Real censorship and silencing is happening under the ‚Hate Speech‘ laws, used as a smoke screen, false
equivalence, misrepresentations, manipulations and any other PR
tactics. It is now confirmed only about 20% of Lithuanians, or only
1 of 5 trust the local so-called Mass Media, which is apparently funded by ultra radical Political Left. Therefore, now infamous ‚Leftists‘
are leading this grave assault on Lithuania and its people, and we
do remember what exactly Communism is and brings.

Lithuania has to become a bureaucratic anarchy-free place, a
partisan dictatorship-free place. A place with no journalism-free
media, free of ideological indoctrination type of media and most
importantly free of lies. We need to make it a place with no social
inequality as Lithuania is one big family, where everyone is trying
to peacefully and happily coexist together, ensuring all have the
means to prosper. In order to achieve it we have to stop this family
misinterpretation crisis, reduce the sexual minorities‘ ideological
terror and the sexualization of children, directly aimed at our kids.
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II. VISION
• We are determined to defend family values and the order
established by the Constitution of Republic of Lithuania.
• Strengthen defenses of families, which consist of a Mother, a
Father and a Child. Immediately take action in stopping genderist
propaganda and any attempts to equate same sex marriages with
the definition of family as it stands in The Constitution.
• To protect Lithuania‘s children, youth, families and schools
from the forceful sexual minorities‘ indoctrination, which directly
contradicts traditional values and norms that are constitutionally
established.
• Do outmost to protect Lithuania from acceptance of
pornography and the justification of sex crimes and abortions,
protect families form marginal minorities‘ dictatorship, which
would inevitably lead to changes to the definition of family under
The Constitution, which is clearly defined to consist of a mother
and a father, a woman and a man accordingly.
• The Republic of Lithuania has to be protected from anti
constitutional actions, damaging the fundamental rights and
freedoms of citizens by any administration, current and in the
future. Actions, such as attempts to install de facto dictatorship
under the pretext of Covid19 and the cruel segregation of
Lithuanians, limiting their Civil rights, based on whether one is
vaccinated or not, violating solely personal rights to our bodies,
the conducted persecution and even prosecution, resulting in
denied right to work and it is obviously unconstitutional. Such
abuse of power is a threat to all and has to be stopped immediately.
• The territorial integrity has to be restored by any and all means
available, and stay untouched. Illegal entry of Lithuania must be
stopped, those caught crossing our border have to be kept away
from inhabited areas until deportation to their countries of origin,
thus protecting families from any and all risks and dangers to locals.
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• Systemic, ever deepening crisis in Lithuania is apparent and
undeniable. None of critically important issues are being solved,
social exclusion is ever increasing as well as financial inequality,
citizens are still forced to leave, the tensions and general disbelief
and disappointment in society are rising. Ruling political class
have neither purposeful ideas, nor the personalities to fulfill them
if they had any.
• There has to be discussions in society on these key issues of
Lithuania‘s renewal. Political system has to be reformed by creating
mechanisms that would ensure self-governance of communities
in municipalities, elections of law enforcement officers and any
other officials of governmental institutions must be direct and
democratic. Ensuring the accountability of one‘s actions is key.
The liability of persons of damages done to the Country must be
personal, the accountability for everyone‘s actions needs to be
pursued and prosecuted under the law of the land.

III.TASKS and GOALS
• Immediately stop all the politically-correct officials, funded to push
homosexuals and transgender encouragement in schools, all the
LGBT activists and governmental institutions, who are conducting
this insertion of alien ideology from our tax payer money.
• To fight current WHO unelected officials‘ guidelines, which are
based by one-sided partisan GENDER ideology and make sure
no children are exposed to sexualization in their curriculum at
schools. We will defend our children and we will make sure that
parents and educators transfer the knowledge of the beauty of
procreation and the joy of family creation responsibly.
• In all the spheres of our economic, political and community life
we have to immediately cease the appliance of so called cultural
and politically-correct pressure on everyone, which is funded by
foreign organizations and pressure applied even through our
governmental institutions.
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• Wholeheartedly support teachers, municipal and governmental
officials, businesses and people of all and any professions, who
would fight this ideological pressure and genderist propaganda.
• Ensuring the stoppage of cultural and educational programs
that are unacceptable to a vast majority of Lithuanians. These
programs are disguised and being forcefully installed under
the terms such as Discrimination, Human Rights, Hate Speech,
Tolerance, Fighting Violence, etc. as well slogans used by LGBT
activists, designed to normalize the unacceptable and pervert
children, youth and adults by drowning them in propaganda.
• Not allow the insertion of GENDER ideology into our Laws,
this would violate the basic constitutional rights and would
undeniably lead to a total erosion of moral values. The attempts
to destroy the communities, attacks on healthy and natural family
model directly threatens the continued existence of Lithuania.
• To limit the influence of public institutions and organizations,
which are acting against the National Interests by conducting the
erroneous and damaging installation of alien ideology into our
media, education and public life.

• To recall the provided to Parliament Presidential Decree, signed by
The President of Lithuania on 2018-06-12 to ratify ET convention on
‘domestic violence and violence against women‘ NR. 1K-1315. To
not allow the Parliamentary consideration of Istanbul Convention
and immediately cross the question out of schedule.
• To revoke the legislation, registered in Parliament on 2018
June 12th, NR.XIIIP-2315 „On ratification of Europe Commision‘s
convention on violence prevention against women and domestic
violence“ and remove this legislation from register system.
• To not allow the Parliamentary consideration on legislation of
Partnership, which directly violates article38 of The Constitution
and remove it from Parliament‘s register system.

• Start controlling the funding of marginal sexual minorities and
create means to prevent the indoctrination of people and State,
directly violating the constitutional rights of other communities
in our society.

• To prevent discussions on and remove the legislation from
registry of The Criminal Code article259, as well as Civil Code
article71 and the supplement article 483 (1) legislation, which is
designed to legalize narcotics in Lithuania.

• To create provisions and guidelines on governmental
level, enabling the protection of parents and children from
discriminative sexual education, the encouragement of same sex
partnership and deny the possibility to adopt children by such
partnerships.

• To supplement the 1st part of Article38 of Constitution in such
matter: „ The natural, biological Family Institute is the foundation
of the survival of Lithuania, our families and communities“.

• To cancel the ongoing encouragement of migration, still
conducted by EU leadership, which is designed to change the
demographics of EU countries by allowing the so called Third World
countries‘ citizens to migrate into Europe, using the mandatory
distribution of migrants among EU countries on fixed quotas.

• To add to 3rd part of article38 of Constitution: „ The marriage can
only be between a woman and a man, in free will. The mother of
children is a woman, while father is a man.“
• To supplement article39 by: „The State defends the rights of
children identity under natural, biological gender and ensures
education under natural identity based values.“
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• To reform the Child Protection System and replace erroneous
legislation, violating the rights of families and The Constitution
of Lithuania.

TO RECLAIM DEMOCRACY AND
LITHUANIA TO CITIZENS

• To change the guidelines of Criminal Code of Lithuanian Republic
in applying strongest possible penalties on individuals for severe
harm inflicted against minors, especially sexual crimes and
install zero tolerance to pedophilia, as well as crimes on minors
by officials in the sphere of adoption and other child protection
facilities and institutions.

• The now existing political parties‘ proportional list-system is
disbanded. Elected officials of all levels are elected for not longer
than 2 terms in a row.

• The Parliamentary consideration and the supplementation of
Civil Code articles 224 and 259 (Family Humiliation) legislation
must reach Parliament to a final vote. This legislation is blocked
by liberal forces since 2014.
• The State must create and ensure the conditions and environment
of responsible motherhood and parenthood, the State must
show respect to life and human dignity in any stage of one‘s life.
Young families must be provided with all the help, security and
encouragement to have more children, as many as they like and
to raise human beings in a dynamic and loving society.
• To provide support to societal organizations who help persons in
critical situations, such as elderly care, crisis pregnancy, etc. Create
mechanisms in ensuring the education of sexuality and planned
parenthood, which would be education based on mutual respect
and life preservation.
• To solve the ever increasing problems of our grandmothers and
grandfathers - to seek dignified pensions, ensuring best possible
access to healthcare and social services, provide opportunities of
staying in work market and of voluntary activities to elderly.

• Equal opportunities must be provided to individuals as to political
campaigns, societal movements, political organizations and
parties or persons registered as members of political campaigns every citizen has the right to raise his candidacy to be elected to
Parliament and/or Municipality, under the established amount of
signatures needed and collected.
• The number of legislators is reduced and fixed to 101 Members
of Parliament.
• Changes to Political Parties funding system. All parties and
organizations, registered in elections, can finance election only by
finances acquired from their membership fees and, under the law,
funding is possible by citizens who support their cause, as well as
funding by a part of citizens income taxation (GPM) regulations.
• Political parties must declare their finances monthly. Other
organizations, registered as members of political campaigns
have to provide declarations of sources of finances, income
and expenditures for the period starting on the day of their
establishment.
• Budget funds, which are now designated for political parties and
would be saved - must be used to level the political playing field
and distributed to each and every candidate for their campaigns
equally. Those violating the rules would be immediately removed
from Elections.
• There has to be regulations under strict implementation under
the law for a personal liability and responsibility of politicians,
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representing the will of the people. There needs to be regulations,
an agreed upon number of signatures collected in any county
on the subject of voting and possible cancellation of a politician
before the end of his term.
• The legislative right of direct citizen participation is reduced from
50000 to 20000.
• The national Referendum right of citizens‘ signatures needed is
reduced from 300000 to 100000.
• Upon becoming Prime Minister or a member of PM‘s ruling team, a
legislator automatically loses the member of Parliament‘s mandate.
Members of Parliament are elected on fixed terms for their term of
office and as such, just like people on any work contract, do not
receive compensation upon departure from their office.
• To supplement article58 in such matter: „Premature Parliamentary
Elections conducted or not, based on citizen referendum results.“
• The right of citizens to control the Court System is ensured. No
less than 2/3 of all the ethics and propriety committee members
have to consist form directly elected officials.
• The Judges in counties, as well as Prosecutor‘s office officials are
elected in direct citizen elections from candidates applying having
to have law degree.
• The Institute of Court counselors is created.
• Regulated under the Law, in public corruption and criminal
financial case situations, the Institute of Jury Trial is established.
• The State Inspector is elected by direct citizen voting.
• Political Corruption Law is created. No limitation period applied to
corruption-financial felonies.
• The Installment of Special Counsel Institute must be independent
and its leader appointed by direct Elections.

• illegal surveillance by law enforcement have to be investigated,
the perpetrators and abusers charged and illegally collected data
destroyed, if any.
• Immediately expose lists of the collaborators with KGB and other
repressive structures.
• Constitutional Court, after becoming politically biased and
having given itself right to Legislate, as a result misrepresented the
clear definition of Family in The Constitution article38, thus needs
to be dissolved and its duties transferred to The Supreme Court of
Lithuania.
• Mayors and municipality leaders are to be elected in direct
Elections. Municipalities have to have their own income sources,
which they would be able to freely distribute in a decentralized
manner.
• All the illegal leaks of Law Enforcement information to the media
need to be investigated, the perpetrators prosecuted and charged,
if any.
• The biased behavior of National Broadcaster, funded by taxpayer
money, resulting in unequal representation and pushing one-sided
ideas and opinions into mainstream, while silencing others‘ ideas
that are not forbidden by the law is to be recognized as political
corruption and influence trafficking.
• Establishment of a mandatory National Broadcaster‘s air time for
parliamentary and non-parliamentary political parties, as well as
for public organizations weekly.
• The establishment of a principle of informing on the incoming
discussion on the topics of key importance to society. This would
go under the National radio and Television Population Information
Act, focused on publicly voicing difference of opinions and the
participants of such discussions to be informed in advance, if
requested.
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• Following Estonia‘s example, the public officers position of
Media Inspector at National Broadcaster is established, (Media
ombudsman) which would be led by directly elected, independent
of any political organs.
• Under the National Broadcaster (LRT) and for the purposes of good
journalism practices maintained as well as society‘s complaints
investigation - the establishment of management is installed.
• Governmental Institutions have to provide information on funded
media and of people functioning as media outlets, publicly. All the
shows, articles and other public information activities have to be
disclosed providing name of the client, order number, date and
money paid.
• Publicly discussed and eventually accepted National middle-class
resurrection program.
• Approved under the Law and supported and encouraged by
public small, family and medium businesses.
• Accepted and implemented measures on fighting monopolies
and oligarchy.
• Immediately stop deforestation process in Lithuania, which
makes forests mono cultural commercial tree plantations, deleting
biodiversity and Lithuanian woods as recreational space and
historic living environment of ours is being destroyed. We have
inherited our nature and woods from our ancestors. Lithuania‘s
nature has to stay untouched for ever.

OUR MOVEMENT:
• Unites all citizens of Republic of Lithuania who value
traditional family, marriage between a man and a woman as a
key foundation of a country and society. as well as those seeking
social justice, rationality and honesty in Lithuania.
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• Engineers and renders ideas, recommending them to
governmental, municipal offices and other institutions in
relation to legislature and legislation improvements.
• Arranges town halls and encourages discussions, seminars,
conferences and coaching, in relation with Movement‘s goals
and activities.
• Recruits experts and professionals of all professions for
activities in municipal and governmental institutions, delegates
the representatives of our Movement to participate in Lithuania‘s
democratic processes.
• Raises funds for Movement‘s organizational costs and project
realization.
• Announces petitions, organizes rallies, protest actions in
society‘s response to blatant disregard to Constitution, families
and to principles of democratic society.
• Cooperates and coordinates activities locally and
internationally, who stand for traditional family values and
democracy, against Globalism, freedoms of every nation and
the dictatorship of political and international corporations,
destroying the independence of every Country wanting to keep
national identity.
• Supports those agreeing to and inspired with Movement‘s
goals and helps elect candidates to Municipal, Parliament,
Presidency and EU parliament. Cooperates with prospects and
inspects if National Interests of Lithuania are followed up, as well
as those of families and society‘s interests.
• Establishes organizational Movement‘s local units countrywide, rallies citizens in businesses and local communities in
general.
• Unites non-governmental institutions, individuals, members
of political parties from every region into locally functioning

councils, which cooperate in advancing Movement‘s goals
locally and in a whole Republic.
• Initiates creation of Movement‘s Coordination Council, brings
together powers of all political representatives, communities
and individuals agreeing with our goals, Council would function
as command center of those fighting for defense of families, our
Constitution and Republic‘s renewal.

Let us look for things uniting us - not things
alienating us. Family, Constitution and
Republic of Lithuania will be defended.
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On the 10th of September at the premises of Vilnius Cathedral, a protest rally was organized by association ‚Movement
of Lithuanian Families‘, a rally against policies pushed by parliamentary majority. Despite protesting on usual working day,
the protest brought together 13000 to 15000 people from all
Lithuania. Distance did not stop people from coming and expressing their will, as well as to hear organizers‘ agenda.
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This rally on the 10th proved - Lithuania is awakening meanwhile Parliament and Government - barricading
from the people.
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On November 31st, 2021 in Kaunas, a procession of ‚ghosts‘ happened on Halloween, a satiric
and theatric action, directed to stress the professional unprofessionalism of our government, with the main ‚ghost‘ faces being
both of infamous Landsbergis, PM Simonyte, Dulkys and others.
At the end of this march, a member of Council of our Movement
Algimantas Rusteika read a festive greeting to locals on behalf
of Families of Lithuania Movement. ‚Ghost‘ field post was operating, each citizen could write and send a personal greeting to
their most beloved ‚ghost‘. Procession also had ‚Funeral March‘
by Frederick Chopin playing, accompanied by government‚
ghosts‘ most infamous phrases, which are now ‚Folklore‘.
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FLM Christmas tour through
Lithuania, 2021.
On 6th of December in 2021, a bus under the
banner of our Movement left for a tour through
municipalities of Lithuania. With a festive
program, Christmas gifts to kids and of course
- Santa Claus. Presents like gift cards, chocolate
candy, books, sets of pencils and other were
provided by sponsors of our Movement., while
the costs of the bus, driver and other expenditures
were personal. Most of municipalities saw no
problem in providing permits for events at each
town center Christmas Tree. Some, however,
refused us permits - we had to organize events
with the help of local activists. Families of
Lithuania Movement Christmas Tour lasted 6th
of December to 28th of December, around 50
municipalities were visited, we distributed about
5000 chocolate candies alone.
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„The Great Family Defense Rally 2022“
happened and it was a success!
The Great Family Defense March, becoming a tradition, happened on 15th of May, 2022. In spite of institutional pressure
and attempts to block the Rally, accompanied by total neglect
by The Media - 4.500 to 5000 people out of every corner of Lithuania participated in an event at Jadagonys village near Kaunas.
The traffic caused by cars was few kilometers long - they were
greeted with local country musicians and bards, smiles shone
on people‘s faces.
Many families came with children - playground infrastructure was
prepared for them, lines ensued at ice cream trucks, fresh drinks and
snacks sections were ready to not leave anyone hungry nor thirsty.

This year nature helped our traditional, natural family rally-protest, too - it was a sunny and long day, speakers and singers
from all regions singing their songs and sharing their opinions
on Government‘s activities. They were many indeed.
Lithuanians abroad gave their wishes on a huge screen, as well
as the greetings from International Youth Union. One of the
members spoke at the event on scene.
The Rally was streamed live and viewed by 40 000 live.
The Resolution was read at the end of the event and people
chanted „Thank You‘ upon conclusion.
The streamed video can be found here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=LrcbyyOe2ts

Valdo Kulinsko nuotrauka
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Valdo Kulinsko nuotrauka
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Valdo Kulinsko photos
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Valdo Kulinsko photos
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HfErnrMQSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vBVngwLSIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Jdzf4HcKE0&t=1173s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsoGlEJDA24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4oHE7SDdmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd27lDEQXpU
https://seimusajudis.lt/naujienos/declaration-on-the-suspension-of-anti-state-and-anti-democratic-actions/

Those wishing to become members of Families
of Lithuania Movement / „Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis“ need to fill up signed form, scan members
fee proof and send it to us by e-mail r.grinevicius@
seimusajudis.lt
Those who’ll fill up the forms with the help of their
regional coordinators should do the same and submit these for them. If there’ll be no two recommendations of the members of FLM, the request will be
considered by the members of the Council.
The link to the form of the request to become a member of the Families of Lithuania Movement is:apti Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdžio nariu nuoroda:
https://seimusajudis.lt/wp-content/failai/pdf/sajudzio-dokumentai/nario-anketa.pdf
We invite you to share this link, the more many we
are, the more regarded we will be.

Our Movement embodies goals and feelings of clear majority of society. By latest
survey - 75% of lithuanians support us.
Therefore, an association „Lietuvos Šeimų
Sąjūdis“ was established, we have coordinators in each and every region, we are creating local structural units, activating people with help of local activists.

Please donate to us.
We call all non-indifferent for the future of our country citizens
and public organizations for contribution to the arrangement of
the protest actions of the Families of Lithuania Movement.
Everybody wishing to are able to support our actions with the
help of the requisites appointed bellow. We do appreciate your
support! We are grateful in advance for those who cherish the
future of Lithuania.
The requisites for the transfer of your support for
association are:
„Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis“ (Families of Lithuania Movement)
Bank: Šiaulių Bankas
Receiver: Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis
Account No.:
LT71 7181 8000 0870 0690
Payment purpose:
Support for „Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis“
(Families of Lithuania Movement)

If you are transferring the support from abroad
through the common bank account the requisites are:
SWIFT (BIC) code of AB Šiaulių bankas:
CBSBLT26
AB Šiaulių bank code: 71800
Šiaulių banko IBAN account:
LT71 7181 8000 0870 0690
Receiver (if needed):
Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis
Payment purpose: Support
Contacts of AB Šiaulių Bank:
https://sb.lt/lt/rasykite
If you are transferring your donation from abroad
through PayPal, please tick the yellow „Donate“
knob. Than you!
Remark: The ciphers of the sum donated should be
written from the end, as they move to the front while
being written.

For those who wish and are able to contribute for the support of
the payments for the lawyers job:
Bank: Šiaulių Bankas
Receiver: Lietuvos Šeimų Sąjūdis
Enterprise reg. No.: 305850607
Account No.:
LT36 7181 8000 0870 0738

Payment purpose:
„Support for the lawyers’ service“

The layout and the print is done by UAB “Piko valanda”
e-mail leidykla@pikovalanda.lt
The photos are given as a present by the members of the movement and the participants of the events

